Introduction
Welcome to the Verified Rights Owner (VeRO) profile for ENERGYbits® Inc. eBay’s VeRO program helps intellectual property rights owners, such as ENERGYbits®, protect their rights and report listings with violations.

Infringements
Potential infringements include trademark infringement, copyright infringement, and other infringements. These infringements may be related to the item itself or the listing content. In particular, ENERGYbits® values and protects its images and text from unauthorized use by others. You must ask for and receive permission to use ENERGYbits®’s images and text. The company’s brands include, but are not limited to, ENERGYbits®, SKINNYbits®, RECOVERYbits®, and VITALITYbits®.

Partner With ENERGYbits®
If you would like to become an ENERGYbits® retailer or affiliate, please contact the company.

Contact ENERGYbits®
To contact ENERGYbits®, please use the contact form on https://www.energybits.com or email hello@energybits.com.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
Why was my listing suspended/ended?
Your listing was suspended/ended because you used ENERGYbits®’s intellectual property in your listing without permission.

Why didn’t ENERGYbits® contact me first?
ENERGYbits® may contact you through eBay before submitting a report through eBay’s VeRO program, but it is not required to do so.

What if I didn’t realize my listing was infringing upon ENERGYbits®’s intellectual property rights?
As a seller, it is your responsibility to ensure that your listings do not violate the intellectual property of others.

What if I see other listings of ENERGYbits®’s products on eBay?
ENERGYbits® does its best to find all listings that use its intellectual property without permission. If another listing is using ENERGYbits®’s intellectual property without permission, that does not give you permission to do the same. In this instance, please contact ENERGYbits® with the URL of the listing(s).

Learn More
To learn more about eBay’s VeRO program, please visit https://pages.ebay.com/seller-center/listing/create-effective-listings/vero-program.html.

To learn more about ENERGYbits®, please visit https://www.energybits.com.